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Enveloping cognitive or physical rehabilitation into a game highly increases the pa-
tients’ commitment with their treatment. Specially with children, maintaining them mo-
tivated is a very time-consuming work, so therapists are demanding tools to help them
with this task. NAOTherapist is a generic robotic architecture that uses Automated
Planning techniques to autonomously drive non-contact upper-limb rehabilitation ses-
sions for children with a humanoid NAO robot. Our aim is to develop more robotic
games for this platform to enrich its variability and possibilities of interaction. The goal
of this work is to present our first attempt to develop a different, more complex game
that reuses the previous architecture. We contribute with the design description of a
novel robotic Simon game that employs upper-limb poses instead of colors and could
qualify as a cognitive and physical training. Statistics of evaluation tests with 14 adults
and 56 children are displayed and the outcomes are analyzed in terms of human-robot
interaction quality. The results demonstrate the application-domain generalization ca-
pabilities of the NAOTherapist architecture and give an insight to further analyze the
therapeutic benefits of the new developed Simon game.
Keywords: Human-Robot Interaction; Automated Planning; Interactive Games; Cogni-
tive Robotics; Robotic Therapy
1. Introduction
In general, playing is basic for children’s development to gather a lot of physical and
social stimuli. Some cognitive disorders can limit their playing time, with or without
other children, which is problematic specially at certain key ages.1 Rehabilitation
and cognitive therapies can be boring and repetitive, and sometimes they must be
performed in a small time-window during childhood. This can cause disengagement
of the patients, reducing the effectiveness of their treatment. Specially with children,
transforming a therapy into a game (also called gamification or serious games) has
become an important way to maintain them motivated.2,3
1
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Socially Assistive Robotics (SAR) is a very active research field that is bringing
actual social robots to environments like rehabilitation and cognitive therapies.4 It
focuses on robots to assist people through social interaction rather than physical
interaction. There are several open challenges and limitations in the physical world
that currently prevent their massive use and commercialization, in contrast with
videogames or virtual avatars. The impact of the interaction with a social physical
entity like a robot is very intense, specially if it has a good level of embodiment.5
Sometimes, the mere presence of the robot can improve even the engagement of
children with autism.6,7,8 Such intensity is more difficult to achieve with videogames
due to their virtual nature.9 Anyway, motivating and eye-catching elements like
virtual avatars and social robots are useful to encourage interactions with these
children and stimulate them.10
In this context, the NAOTherapist architecture employs a humanoid NAO robot
to autonomously drive upper-limb rehabilitation sessions for children.11 It imple-
ments the mirror game, which is an imitation activity where the child has to mimic
the posture of the robot. The child is detected through a 3D sensor and the robot
indicates him how to correct his posture, if needed. This robot is intended to be
used in hospitals, clinics, rehabilitation centers, etc., because it also gathers clinical
information constantly that can be used by a therapist to assess the evolution of
the patient. NAOTherapist has been already evaluated with healthy children and
three pediatric patients,12 and the outcome was very promising. However, in order
to engage children much more in long-term treatments, it is needed to increase the
interactive possibilities of the robotic platform.
Our long-term goal is to create a diverse catalogue of games for the NAOTher-
apist platform. To do that, the reuse of previous components is essential, since
the architecture is application independent. This work describes exhaustively and
expands our first attempt to design a new game for the existing NAOTherapist ar-
chitecture: an interactive game application based on the mechanism of the popular
electronic memory skill game Simon by using a NAO robot as a coach.13 To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first time that the Simon game has been devel-
oped with poses instead of colors and with a humanoid robot performing them, all
controlled by a cognitive robotic architecture.
The new game requires not only physical abilities to perform the poses, but also
memory skills to remember the pose sequences. This cognitive addition increases the
potential users of NAOTherapist, because initially it was intended only for patients
with upper-limb disorders. Reusing the same robotic architecture allows a much
faster and easier development, even to the point that new activities could jump
from the clinical environment to just mere entertainment on a daily basis or even
be adapted to an adult or elder profile.
An important aspect of this work is that NAOTherapist uses Automated Plan-
ning as the core for its deliberative processes.14 This artificial intelligence technique
uses only descriptions of the available actions, the current state of the world and
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some goals to generate a suitable plan of actions. These descriptions are declarative
models written in Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL),15 which elimi-
nate the need to maintain a big and coherent finite-state machine. Thus, to create
a different application domain like a new game in this work, it is needed to model
it in PDDL.
This work describes the formalized model of the Simon game based on Auto-
mated Planning. This model is technically more complex than the original mirror
game, as it contains two execution loops and a shuﬄing mechanism to create unpre-
dictable pose chains, which are required for Simon. Two different evaluations were
carried out to assess the Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) quality of the developed
game. The first one was done with 14 adults to discover interaction issues with the
system and to make it more suitable for children. In the second evaluation, the
game was tested with 56 children of ages 5 and 6 to assess the performance of the
game itself and the interaction quality of the robot. The outcome of both tests suc-
cessfully demonstrates the domain generalization capabilities of NAOTherapist and
provides a positive outlook for the future use of the Simon game with therapeutic
objectives, which are out of the scope of this manuscript.
Section 2 describes related work about robots used in rehabilitation and robotic
control architectures. Section 3 explains technical aspects of the original NAOTher-
apist architecture. Sections 4 and 5 describe the robotic Simon use case and their
implementation within the architecture. Section 6 details the HRI evaluations with
adults and children, while in sections 7 and 8 the results are discussed and several
conclusions are presented addressing the current and future state of the project.
2. Related Work
Aside from social robots for rehabilitation, virtual avatars and videogames are much
easier to develop and deploy.16,17 They lack the impact of a physical presence,5
but still, they can be helpful specially for cognitive rehabilitation. However, some
physical activities can be better managed with an actual robot. For instance, using
a robot for sign-language activities allows the user to check the hand pose at every
angle,18 which is the most natural way to train them. Arm poses of the developed
Simon game can benefit from this important aspect too.
Autonomy is a major issue while trying to apply these solutions in daily life.
Robots can be a useful tool as a playmate even if they are teleoperated.19 However,
their lack of autonomy is a severe drawback. More autonomous approaches like
Leonardo focus on joining social interaction and gaming to increase the children’s
commitment with the therapy.20 This robot manages to do it autonomously in spite
of lacking voice. A truly autonomous interaction should not rely on any wearable
device, although there are approaches that use this kind of interaction, like gloves.21
Automated Planning techniques can be used to support autonomy. Among them,
Hierarchical Task Networks (HTN) exploit the hierarchical nature of many robotic
behaviors.22 Some works use them for the robot control or for the high-level task
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specification such as rehabilitation plans,23,24 but HTNs are not as domain inde-
pendent as the approach presented here.
Social robotics sometimes is specialized in a particular application domain, like
physical rehabilitation.25 Some of them are designed for children with very spe-
cific problems like brachial plexus palsy or cerebral palsy.26,27,28 On the contrary,
NAOTherapist was designed to be more domain independent.11 This manuscript
demonstrates its generalization capabilities that allow it to work for cognitive or
physical training.
3. NAOTherapist architecture
This work is an extension of the NAOTherapist architecture.11 An architecture for
Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) is very important for the success of an autonomous
robotic platform because there are many different challenges that must be solved like
artificial vision, situation awareness, behavior control, etc. These architectures are
the essential structure of a domain-generic computational cognitive model.29 Thus,
NAOTherapist was designed as a modular architecture. It uses the RoboComp
framework to organize its components,30 similar to ROS.31 They allow a much
simpler integration of all these components and eases their replacement, extension
or reuse for other application domains.
A diagram of the general structure of the architecture can be found in Sec-
tion 5.2, but as a summary it is as follows: an Executive component joins Vision,
Robot and Decision Support components. Vision is connected to a Kinect 3D sensor
and Robot to a NAO robot. Decision Support is in charge of controlling the behavior
of the robot depending on the current state of the detected environment. Execution
takes information from Vision and Robot to create an updated state (user is in front
of the sensor and the robot is standing, for instance) and calls Decision Support for
new “actions” to execute when the robot is idle.
Decision Support integrates an Automated Planning and monitoring subarchi-
tecture called PELEA.32 In Automated Planning,14 an automated planner uses
advanced heuristics to search for a plan of actions that transforms an initial state
into a final state that accomplishes certain goals. Each action checks the current
state to determine if it can be executed or not and specifies the predicted effects
over the state. All actions are defined in a domain file written in PDDL.15 The
initial state and the goals are defined in the problem file, also in PDDL language.
PELEA is useful to replan accordingly to unexpected situations (user leaves
the training area or the pose is wrong, for instance). Decision Support receives the
updated state and evaluates if it is compatible with the previously generated plan
of actions. If so, the component sends the next action to Execution. If it is not
compatible, it calls to the automated planner again and replans, sending the first
action of the new plan to Execution.
The actions managed by the automated planner must be decomposed later into
instructions for the robot to execute them, such as to wave to greet the user, move
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arms to show the pose, say something, etc. This is performed in the Executive
component.
Finally, regarding to the pose detection, the Vision component is in charge of
managing the 3D sensor. It checks how similar the actual user’s pose is with respect
to the expected one. Expected poses are stored into a catalogue in a knowledge
base. The comparison uses the angles of the joints as a distance metric and updates
a dynamic acceptance threshold according to the performance of the user to avoid
frustration.12
So, to create a new game like Simon, the components of the architecture that
must be updated are two: the Decision Support to model all the required behavior
in PDDL; and the Executive component to model the decomposition of each action
into a set of low-level instructions.
On a side note, this manuscript ignores the high level of planning of the original
architecture, which comprises a high-level therapy designer to generate a clinically
suitable schedule of sessions with exercises (high-level actions) for a patient.11 The
Simon game is focused on the poses of these exercises, the interaction with the
patient and replanning (medium-level actions). Thus, for clarity purposes, in this
manuscript the term “actions” refers to the concept of medium-level actions, while
“instructions” refers to low-level robot actuators.
4. Robotic Simon With Poses
The original Simon is a game played with an interactive electronic device whose
purpose is to train the short-term memory. During this game, a sequence with an
increasing number of colors is displayed on the device and the player is expected
to repeat the same pattern. The game goes on until the player makes a mistake
in the order of the colors. It has been also used in psychology research as a mea-
sure of working memory span and as a tool for training and predicting memory
performance.33,34 Not to be confused with the Simon-says game, in which a player
gives commands preceded by the phrase “Simon says” that the other players must
perform quickly.26 This latter game trains reflexes instead of memory skills and it
is not covered in this manuscript.
4.1. Arm poses instead of colors
In this work, we propose a new point of view of the traditional electronic Simon game
by merging both physical and cognitive training driven by a humanoid robot. To do
this, the game flow changes by using upper-arm body poses instead of colors and
the game lasts for a pre-determined number of turns. In contrast to the original
game, a humanoid robot reminds the pose to the user once for ease of play (in
case he forgets the sequence or how exactly a certain pose was), since it is much
more complicated to remember arm positions than colors. The chances given to the
user can be raised or lessened to adapt them to the age, cognitive capability and
physical constraints of the player. As an example, Figure 1 shows part of a game
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session during the success and failure of a user and some vocalizations provided by
the NAO robot.
Fig. 1. Course of the robot-guided Simon game helping the user with clues and reminders when
the pose is wrong.
The initial goal was to use this project on pediatric patients to show them a
game-based rehabilitation process and take them out of the boring routine exercise
ambiance. However, on the development process, the system was also tested with
adults to evaluate their perception about the speed of the game, the quality of the
given feedback and the difficulty of the poses.
Several considerations were taken for the design. It was decided to have most
of the poses using one arm at a time or symmetrical ones, which greatly lowers the
risk to over-complicate people. But even after lowering the difficulty of the poses,
due to the challenge of remembering the sequence, the robot must give the user
enough time/tries to achieve the current pose.
While designing the new instructions with the animations and speech of the
robot, the primary aim was to keep the communication with the user as simple
and clear as possible to avoid confusions. Any feedback that may overwhelm or
depress will lower the quality of the interaction dramatically. Thus, encouraging
and supportive language is used throughout the session.
In addition to the feedback, the robot should not be acting too slow to avoid
the risk of losing interest nor too fast to confuse the player. The design of the game
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speed tries to emulate a natural conversation to please most of the users, but it can 
be easily altered if further experimental observations prove the necessity. Overall, 
the goal is to increase the people's motivation to play with the robot again. 
4 .2. Use cas e of the n ew game 
Figure 2 illustrates the game flow which is arranged briefly as follows: when the 
user is detected the robot starts t he game. T he first sequence of actions is executed 
with only one pose, then the pose is performed by the user and it is checked by 
the system. If it is correct, the robot moves on to the next sequence that has two 
consecutive poses (first one being the pose executed on the first sequence). T hen it 
goes on with an increasing number of poses, adding a new pose at the end of the 
former sequence. Each new added pose is shuffled among the poses declared in the 
problem file. However if the user does not perform a pose correctly, the robot takes 
extra actions including reminders and skipping the pose if needed. 
~ Human Tum 
~ RobotTum 
F ig . 2. Simon game execution flow. 
For the beginning of the game, the user stands about 2 meters away from the 
robot and a Microsoft Kinect 3D sensor behind it. 
As it was shown in F igure 1, in the checking process where the player is trying 
to perform the pose, a hint through the eyes of t he robot is given, where green 
indicates the right pose and red a wrong one. T he color of the eyes is instantly 
changed to the tones between red and green in order to give a visual feedback to 
the user about how close he is to achieve the correct pose. For convenience, both 
eyes are distinctly colored to indicate the correctness of the different arms. The 
right eye is for the left arm of the patient and left eye is for the right arm because 
the poses of the robot are mirrored. Once the pose is successfully performed, the 
user sees both eyes green and has to hold the pose until the robot gives a distinct 
audio feedback to communicate that t he pose was correctly performed. After this 
feedback, the robot waits for the next pose or p resents the next sequence. 
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If the user cannot perform the pose correctly after 10 seconds, the robot tells
him that it will remind the pose one last time. Then the robot executes only the
next expected pose from the user and waits 5 more seconds to see the right posture.
When the pose is accomplished after the reminder, the game goes on as usual. If
it is still not correct, the robot skips the pose but does not exclude it from the
sequence of poses and it will be executing it again in the next round. Three skipped
poses cease the game.
Algorithm 1 represents the basic mechanics of the Simon game. It does not take
into account the recovery from unexpected situations like the patient leaving the
training area or the robot running out of battery. The input variable storedPoses is
the pose catalogue that can be shuﬄed to create a new Simon game. This catalogue
is stored into the NAOTherapist knowledge base and consists of 7 different pose
types per arm.12 The input variable maxPoses is the maximum length of a sequence
and maxSkips the maximum number of failed turns in a session (3 by default in
the present implementation). The local variable sequence increases each time that
a sequence is completed. The game ends when sequence reaches maxPoses or when
the local variable skip reaches maxSkips.
In essence, the whole interaction looks like this: the child stands in front of the
robot and it starts telling him some basic instructions about the game. The robot
shows the first sequence of only one pose with its arms and then waits for the child
to mimic it. While the robot is checking the child’s pose, it gives him feedback by
changing the color gradient of its eyes and reminding the last pose if needed. The
child will hear a sound if the pose was correctly done and the robot will move to
the next sequence. The second sequence has two poses, the third has three, etc. The
game will end when the maximum length of the sequence is reached or there was
too many remindings. A video showing a full Simon game between the NAO robot
and a children can be found in the web.a This video also have subtitles to follow
the main vocalizations of the developed system.
5. Implementing the Simon Game into the Robotic Architecture
The Simon game has been implemented within the NAOTherapist architecture,11
which is an execution and monitoring robotic system based on Automated Plan-
ning for the development of rehabilitation exercises.14 This section explains the
first attempt to change the original application domain to check the generalization
capabilities of the architecture. The Decision Support and the Executive compo-
nents required modifications to implement the new Simon game, so the following
subsections detail the changes needed for each of them.
aVideo of the use case: https://youtu.be/picw9sD5VH4
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Algorithm 1: Simon pseudocode within the NAOTherapist architecture
Input: storedPoses, maxPoses, maxSkips
1 poses ← ComputeIds(storedPoses, maxPoses)
2 GreetUser()
3 IntroduceGame()
4 skip ← 0
5 sequence ← 0
6 while sequence ≤ maxPoses and skip ≤ maxSkips do
7 IntroduceSequence()
8 for p ← 0 to sequence do
9 Perform(poses[p])
10 p ← 0
11 while p ≤ sequence and skip ≤ maxSkips do
12 if ¬Check(poses[p]) then
13 RemindPose()
14 Perform(poses[p])
15 if ¬Check(poses[p]) then
16 skip = skip + 1
17 SkipPose()
18 p ← p + 1
19 sequence ← sequence + 1
20 FinishGame(sequence)
21 SayGoodbye()
5.1. Simon as an Automated Planning task
In Simon, poses are the basic elements to manage and, like colors in the original
game, each sequence should be apparently random. Decision Support contains the
PDDL domain that controls the execution flow and also a pose shuﬄing mechanism.
This mechanism is challenging because the automated planner used in NAOThera-
pist is deterministic and cannot perform any kind of random selection.
Figure 3 is an example of a pose definition in PDDL code. Poses are initially
stated in the problem model together with their identification numbers, the specific
indicators of the postures of each arm, the game they belong to and their special
pose weights that help the shuﬄing process. In Figure 3, p0 indicates that the left
arm should be down in rest position and p4 indicates that the right arm must be
up straight (the pose is mirrored in the robot).
As mentioned before referring to Algorithm 1, the game flow is mainly driven
by two loops working one into another. The PDDL representation of the domain
comprises an outer loop to execute the turns that contain the sequences and an
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inner loop to execute the sequences that contain the poses. In each new turn, a new 
pose is added to the sequence of the last turn, so the number of poses are increasing 
every turn. Each game (as a product of different PDDL problems) can last until 
the user fails a sequence a number of times or until the maximum number of turns 
is executed, specified by a numeric fluent . 
(pose_ game p_ idO gO) 
(pose_post ures p_ idO pO p4) 
( = (p- posit i o n p_ idO) 0) 
( = (pose_ weight p_ i d O) 2) 
Fig. 3. Example of the definition of a pose in a PDDL problem file performed by the NAO robot. 
In Simon, each new pose added into the sequence must be random, so it is 
not possible to guess the next pose nor to remember it with a logical order. T he 
pose shuffling system uses an index value into the P DDL problem that serves as a 
pseudorandom seed. T he shuffling system is also inherently deterministic and would 
not change in consecutive executions if the index and pose weights maintain their 
previous values. Changing just the index value will vary the produced sequence 
of poses. This system works well because the pseudorandom sequences used in this 
version of Simon are much shorter than in the original game. Larger sequences could 
end in possible noticeable loops. 
In the shuffling system, the idea is to find the pose to be executed by adding 
the index and the weight of the last executed pose to the last identification number 
(ID) of the pose. To visualize this, Table 1 shows an example of poses with ID and 
weights: 
pose_ id O 1 2 3 4 5 
weight 2 0 1 2 3 1 
Table 1. Different poses with identification numbers and their associated weight. 
Assuming that the index is 1: if the last time we chose the pose with ID 2, the 
next pose will be found by adding weight+ index to the ID number (2+ 1+ 1). So 
the next pose to be executed is 4. However, if that combination exceeds the defined 
number of poses in the PDDL problem, this combination value is reduced according 
to the maximum number of poses. So, in Table 1, when the last executed pose is 
4, the next pose ID is 8 and then decremented to 3 (equivalent to 8 mod 5) . This 
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process is visualized in F igure 4 with the corresponding actions planned by the 
automated planner: execute-pose, findnext-id and nextpose-id. 
Compute 
nextpose _id 
execute-pose 
combination = index + 
lastpose _id + 
lastpose _ weight 
false 
decrement-id 
nextpose _id = 
number_of_poses -
nextpose _id 
find next-id 
nextpose_id = 
combination 
true 
nextpose_id 
computed 
Fig. 4. Flowchart summarizing the process of computing the new pose identifier. 
5.2. Simon in the NAOTherapist architecture 
The NAOT herapist architect ure is based on RoboComp components,30 which 
are individual processes that can be programmed in different languages and even 
executed in different physical machines. The planning of the game session, its ex-
ecution and monitoring follow the strategy of the PELEA subsystem as shown in 
F igure 5. 32 The Executive component receives the perception data and send them 
to PELEA to obtain the next planned action. T hen, Executive translates this action 
into instructions to be executed by t he robot, if it is required. 
If the previous plan is no longer valid due to unexpected events, like the user 
leaving the playing area in front of the Kinect sensor, P ELEA can detect it using 
its Monitoring module. Then it uses the Decision Support module to obtain a new 
plan to reach the goals of the PDDL problem (finish t he game in this case). Decision 
Support uses the Metric-FF automated planner.35 Execution module serves as an 
interface between PELEA and the other components of the architecture. T he actions 
managed by the Simon domain state as follows: 
• detect-patient: if patient is not detected, try to detect patient . 
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PELEA 
State of the world 
Executive Execution 
Action 
:························································,/  ................  
detect-patient check-pose Monitoring 
greet-patient pose-correct 
start-game sequence-correct 
execute-pose add-pose 
find next-id finish-game 
decrement-id farewell-patient 
sequence-done finish-session Robot 
Decision Support 
E:v 
Fig. 5. List of planning actions of the Simon game domain provided by PELEA and translation 
of these actions into instructions by the Executive component to the robot while preserving the 
state of the world . 
• greet-patient: if a patient is detected but not yet greeted, greet the patient. 
• start-game: if the patient is greeted, start the game by initializing the cor-
responding numeric fluents. 
• execute-pose: as long as the number of poses is less than or equal to the 
turn counter, execute the pose whose ID was decided by findnext-id. 
• findnext-id: after a pose was executed and while it is not the end of the 
sequence, assign a new value as the next pose to be executed. 
• decrement-id: if the next pose ID is higher than the number of poses defined 
in the PDDL problem, decrement this number by subtracting the number 
of poses. 
• sequence-done: when the pose counter is equal to the number of poses to 
be done on that particular sequence, notify the program that this round is 
done and finish the robot's turn. 
• check-pose: check if the pose is correct by comparing the arm postures of 
the patient with the pose configurations. 
• pose-correct: if the pose is correct, increment the pose counter and update 
the necessary numeric fluents. 
• sequence-correct: when all poses are checked and all of them are correct, 
start the next t urn of the robot. 
• add-pose: increment the turn counter so that one pose more can be executed 
on the next sequence. Initialize and update the numeric fluents for the new 
round. 
• finish-game: when the number of pre-determined turns to be played is done, 
finish the game. 
• farewell-patient: after the game is finished, farewell the patient to notify 
him that the game is over. 
• finish-session: finish the session after the robot said goodbye to the patient. 
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The pose recognition mechanism relies in a component of the NAOThera-
pist architecture that has been completely reused, including the admissible angle
thresholds.12 Each pose is accepted when the system detects that it has been main-
tained for a certain amount of time. The perceived pose is compared against the
expected one, which is stored in an internal knowledge base. The Simon game me-
chanics explained in this manuscript replaced the original mirror game developed
for NAOTherapist.
6. Evaluation of the Human-Robot Interaction
This section details the evaluation of the developed system in terms of Human-
Robot Interaction. For the evaluation, statistical data were collected from log files
of every execution and user feedback was gathered through questionnaires completed
after the test sessions.
6.1. Experimental setup
Two different evaluations were performed: one with adults and another with
schoolchildren. The experiments were carried out in a room with the robot on
the floor and the Kinect camera elevated behind it. The user was 3 meters in front
of the robot. After the session, the users filled a questionnaire in a nearby table.
The computer in which all the developed code was executed is an Intel Core2 Duo
at 1.86 GHz with 2 GB of RAM memory. This computer is fast enough to maintain
the planning time always under 2 seconds, although times near that threshold were
only extreme cases that could be caused by other operations of the computer. This
ensures that the possible execution delays are due to the design of the interaction,
instead of the platform.
The first study was done with 14 adults varying in age from 20 to 50, all playing
the game for the first time. After this initial evaluation to tune the game flow, the
system was better prepared for testing with children. Then the game was played
in a school along two different sessions with 56 healthy children of 5 years old.
The first evaluation used the whole pose catalogue of NAOTherapist,12 but it was
too complicated for children of such age, so we reduced it to the subset shown in
Figure 6.
The tests presented in this manuscript evaluate three aspects of the system: the
quality of the human-robot interaction, the robot performance in the game and the
game format itself. The game format is evaluated mostly in terms of difficulty of
the poses and duration of the session, whereas the robot performance is analyzed
to check whether the provided feedback from the robot is enough and if it is both
suitable and easy to comprehend for users. For the human-robot interaction part, we
questioned the approach of the robot and the feelings to get the user’s perception.
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Straight flexion Arm up Extension Touch head 
Fig. 6. Types of arm postures considered in the evaluation with children. 
6.2. First evaluation: adults 
In this initial study, users played two games with the robot, both containing five 
turns of poses. Table 2 displays the statistics of participants. This evaluation used 
the full pose catalogue of NAOTherapist, allowing only poses with one arm or 
symmetrical ones. With 7 different types, there are 21 possible arm combinations 
that could appear in a sequence. It can be observed that the arithmetic mean of 
the second game duration is less than the first one. The reminders average seems 
to be moderately high, but it should be noted that it was mostly caused by some 
few users, thus the also high standard deviation. 
Participants Age Maximum Game-1 Game-2 Reminders Skipped Fails turns (poses) duration (s) duration (s) poses 
14 32±11 2x5 (2x15) 235.2±32 231.8±34 4.23±2.9 1.31±1 .3 7.69% 
Table 2. Average results from the first evaluation with adults. 
According to data acquired from the statistics of the test sessions, experience and 
diffic lty are the balanc· f the game. All partic pants we e playi g the 
gameftef-t.e&4Hst;JQfae,~~t:lei,I:-E~~~~-!e:~~l-!al8'1~-te4*~a1t~~t:le--90et}ning 
~~ p~ 
durin n the 
second game since they gained familiarity about the game and its rules. The second 
game had more difficult poses, but the difference between the average durations of 
two games was only 3.4 seconds, second game being shorter. This gives the clue that 
when the two games are presented for the first time and are on the same difficulty 
level, second game will be far easier for the player, concluding in a shorter duration. 
In the questionnaire answers, people shared that they found the first game easier 
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to accomplish but admitted to have enjoyed the second one better, presumably 
engaged with their higher level of familiarity with the game. 
Despite the similarity of the durations, in the second game participants clearly 
performed better in terms of achieving the poses and following the instructions of 
the robot. Less reminders were needed and the number of pose skips fell to zero. 
However, it should be considered that the number of skips were only 17 of over 
400 executed poses throughout the whole test session. Also the statistics of pose 
reminders indicates that half the participants never skipped a pose. Furthermore, of 
the 56 poses reminded to the participants, 70% of the time they were able to correct 
it before skipping. This is good because it indicates that users reasoned about their 
posture. 
In the questionnaires, the majority of the answers obtained on human-robot 
interaction quality is compatible with the project goals, although the users had dif-
ferent opinions about the difficulty of the game and the speed of the execution. The 
idea about whether this particular game could be played by children was positive 
for all participants. They also pointed out its good communication and easy-going 
manner as reasons to be used with children, while the rest referred to the appearance 
or other physical aspects. 
6.3. Second evaluation: children 
On the second study, the game was tested with children of 5 years old. After taking 
into account the tests with adults, the difficulty was reduced by using the posture 
subset of Figure 6 and making both arms to have the same posture. This way, 
all poses were symmetrical. This reduced the pose combinations to only 4, like 
the original Simon game. Some more instructions were added at the beginning to 
explain the game mechanics better. The tests started with an increased number of 
skipped poses, that are further from the limit of 3. So this indicates that the number 
of poses play an important role in the feasibility of the game and the number must 
be determined carefully. 
Participants Age 
Maximum Game 
Reminders 
Skipped 
Fails turns (poses) duration (s) poses 
24 5±0 7 (28) 434.0±85 22.83±7.4 2.79±1 .6 29.17% 
32 5±0 5 (1 5) 274.0±33 10.81±4.5 1.00±1 .1 18.75% 
Table 3. Average results from the second evaluation with children. 
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The questionnaire used in this evaluation is derived from the one developed by 
Heerink et al.36 Questions are answered using a 5-point Likert scale except some 
open questions (Q8, Q9, QlO and Ql4) . Here, we have normalized the values and, 
in some cases, reversed them so that 1 is always the most desirable outcome and 0 
the least . The questions and their identifiers can be found in Appendix A. 
Figure 7 shows the user feedback, where each bar represents the normalized 
arithmet ic mean of the Likert quest ions and lines indicate the standard deviation. 
Human-robot interaction part of the game mostly met the minimum expected cri-
terion (higher than 0.5) and even had a high rank close to 1. Even though there are 
some questions that could not achieve the 0. 75, they were not in the undesirable 
region. This tells us t hat, in the overall picture, the children enjoyed the experience 
of playing with the robot . 
0,75 
f 
8 0,5 
en 
0,25 
0 
Human-Robot Interaction 
I 
Robot performance Game 
-
I I 
Fig. 7. Questionnaire outcomes with arithmetic means and standard deviat ion. Q8, Q9, QlO and 
Q 14 not included because they are open-ended questions. 
One open question (Ql4) was about what else they like to play with the robot. 
T heir answers include hide and seek, tag or even soccer: most ly games that require 
running or at least to perform active movements. T hese very interactive games 
shows that children saw the robot as a play companion that is capable of doing 
more than just talking, standing and showing poses. This impression is believed to 
be built with the help of the audio and motion feedback about the movements of the 
child during the game. Also, we asked for names for the robot (Q9) . They sometimes 
chose their friend's name or t he name of a cartoon character which probably they 
are fond of. 
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One part of the questionnaire (Q8) asked for how would they describe the robot 
itself. A number of adjectives was provided and children had to choose among them. 
Half of the adjectives represented good values. At the same time, half of them were 
social adjectives that could be applied to a user more than to a machine. 
As seen in Figure 8, the most frequently chosen word is happy, followed by 
loving, clever and friendly. This is for sure the desired outcome: that the robot 
had a favorable impact on the children. Other than the ,...,..,.,;Hvo 9.djectives, there 
are occurrences of some adjective that can be considered 
impatient and angry. Even though the total of their occur: 
re, like difficult, 
rly low, they are 
, ~vv VL V~v word angry, the 
same cnua aIBO cnose 10vmg ana nappy ror tne rooot, so n may be either a misuse of 
the word or caused by the stress of remembering poses that seem difficult. Difficult 
and impatient words are believed to address the game format. 
15 
l 12 
I 
(.) 
9 
C: 
6 C1I ... ... 
:I 3 (.) 
(.) 
0 0 
Fig. 8 . Percentage of adjectives chosen by children. 
Performance-wise, nearly all of participants thought the speed of the robot to 
execute the actions is just right, but some participants found it too fast . This and 
the occurrences of the aforementioned adjectives are a sign to further decrease the 
difficulty of the poses at least for users that are having a hard time catching up or 
remembering them. This problem could be addressed by collecting data about the 
user and the session progress, and customizing the difficulty of the new pose as well 
as the waiting time between poses accordingly. 
Coming to evaluate the game format, despite the increased number of poses at 
the beginning of the evaluations, the children answered that the duration of the 
game was neither too long or too short. This outcome validates the attained data 
from the initial evaluation that 5 turns is enough but can be short for children. This 
is a good reference point to determine the number of sequences to be played in a 
real training session. 
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In the overall picture, the weakest points of this game while playing with the
children are discovered to be the difficulty of the poses. Children found some par-
ticular poses hard to remember or perform and stated it as their least favorite thing
about the game.
7. Discussion of the HRI results
Some of the points to be noted in the execution of the game and the interaction
are the false perception of self pose of humans (proprioception), and also player’s
emotions during the interaction.
Regarding the first point, it was observed that when the poses expected from
the user are more difficult than an intermediate level, then a problem occurs that
was not taken into account before: the performance difference of the robot and the
human. It was noticed, especially during the tests, that people experienced difficulty
comprehending the posture they have to maintain. Sometimes they believed that
it was a mistake of the robot while perceiving their pose. This is a consequence of
the faulty human self spacial perception. For instance, raising the arm of a shape of
L (straight flexion in Figure 6) may seem easy to the player but mostly it is failed
due to not enough lifting of the elbow.
As a solution, a mirrored correction can be implemented as it is in NAOThera-
pist. In this wise, robot will imitate the actual players’ pose and show the right pose
consecutively. This way they will be noticed about their true posture, thus knowing
where they were mistaken and what they should do to correct it. Correction of that
kind would not be suitable for someone who merely forgot the pose. It should be
used only when the player is close to achieve the pose but he cannot do it in the
given time.
The second point is about the anxiety, frustration, boredom and laziness feelings
reported by some participants after the session. All participants in these evaluations
faced the robot for the first time, so many of these feelings could be solved just by
playing more and adapting to the mechanics of the game. Even though their average
is fairly low, they should be taken into account and worked on, for the benefit
of the interaction. Frustration, boredom and laziness feelings are admitted to be
caused mostly by the pose correction process. Failing the pose several times could
be irritating and may lead the user to lose interest in the game. Those feelings could
be overcome by implementing the mirrored correction explained before. Anxiety is
believed to be caused by playing a recently implemented format of a game with
a robot that people have not communicated with before. Furthermore, the session
could start with shorter and easier warm-up games to help the players acquire
experience and feel more confident around the robot. Anxiety probably could be
alleviated by a brief introductory session too. The red color of the eyes could be
a factor of stress in case of failures, although the questionnaire outcomes do not
indicate that. Anyway, is therefore worthwhile to do a future evaluation with eye
colors ranging from white to green, although the color gradient is smaller in the
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latter case.
Thinking quality wise for a long-term engagement of the children, the reversed
version of the game might also be considered in the near future. Although it has
not been implemented in the project, the idea is to have the user performing poses
and the robot imitating them in incremental sequences. This will surely improve
the experience of communicating with the robot for the user, leading to a more
cooperative and natural interaction.
All this was achieved within the original NAOTherapist architecture, demon-
strating its domain generalization capabilities and the advantages of reusing a pre-
vious architecture instead of rewriting ad hoc solutions from scratch. Moreover, the
developed declarative PDDL domain for Simon can be easily extended to address
many more actions without maintaining a complex state machine.
8. Conclusions
This work presents a novel approach of the electronic Simon game which replaces
colors by upper-limb poses while using a social robot NAO to drive the game ses-
sion. Focusing on the human-robot interaction aspect, we explain the Simon game
development to further learn from the interactive game format on how to improve
its human-robot interaction.
The robot-based Simon game is modelled using Automated Planning techniques
into the NAOTherapist architecture. This work demonstrates its capability to be
extended to other domains and its utility for further developments. The PELEA
automated planning subsystem is in charge of planning, monitoring and executing
the session as used in the original architecture. Also, although it was thought to be
an assistive robotic application for people with disabilities, it can be carried on to
be an application for a broader audience.
Based on the evaluations from the test participants, we have demonstrated that
the interaction with the new developed game worked very well with children and
that they enjoyed the time they spent with the robot. According to the outcome of
these evaluations, the Simon game is a promising prototype to check its therapeutic
benefits in a clinical environment.
Appendix A. Children’s Questionnaire
Q1. Was it easy to understand how to play with the robot?
Q2. Was it easy to imitate the poses shown by the robot?
Q3. Do you think the robot is alive?
Q4. Do you think the robot has feelings?
Q5. Did you have the impression that the robot looked at you?
Q6. Did you have the impression that the robot listened to you?
Q7. Do you think the robot spoke too much?
Q8. Choose 5 adjectives to describe the robot.
Q9. How would you like to name the robot?
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Q10. How old do you think the robot is?
Q11. Would you like to have this robot at home?
Q12. Would you like to be treated by this robot in a hospital?
Q13. Do you think that the robot scolded you?
Q14. Which other games would you want to play with the robot?
Q15. Did the robot make you repeat a correct pose?
Q16. Were the colors of the eyes useful for doing the exercises?
Q17. Do you think that the pace of the game was too fast?
Q18. Do you think that the pace of the game was too slow?
Q19. Did you feel overwhelmed when the robot played with you?
Q20. Were the poses too difficult to imitate?
Q21. Were the poses too difficult to remember?
Q22. Do you think that the time playing with the robot was too long?
Q23. Do you think that the time playing with the robot was too short?
Q24. Did you have fun playing with the robot?
Q25. What did you like the most while playing Simon with the robot?
Q26. What did you like the least while playing Simon with the robot?
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